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All the industrial systems are to be part of their own socio 
-political systems， and to trail their cultural origins which have given 
And of course， the systems of birth to those systems of industry. 
governance， how the people are governed-the styles， contents and 
constraints of government and citizens relations-are the product of 
socio-political and cultural systems which have brought about those 
The J apanese industrial system is not the systems of industry. 
The first of the particularities of our governance after exception. 
We have minimalized the military 1945 is its pacifist orientation. 
expenditures at our best against the constant pressures from our 
As the result of alley: The United States for high-defense posture. 
this pacifist low-defence posture， we have succeeded in limiting our 
military budget including one of military research and development 
??????To the minalist size; (see Table 1 & 2). 
The second of our particularities of governance is the rapid 
Governmental R & D Budger (%)， 1987 TABLE 1. 
W-Germany JAPAN USA 
12.5 
87.5 
4.8 
95.2 
65.5 
34.4 
Defense 
Non-Defense 
The ratio of Military R & D in total R & D; Expendi-
tures 
TABLE 2. 
USA ]apan France W同.Germany UK 
1971 30.3 0.8 23.0 7.3 25.8 
1975 27.2 0.6 18.5 5.9 28.9 
1980 23.8 0.4 22.4 5.2 28.7 
1985 31.3 0.8 19.8 4.9 28.7 
1987 33.0 0.8 20.4 5.2 ー-ーーー略
Science & Engineering Indicators， 1989. 
democratisation， with the remenants of authoritarian regime， which 
we had in our pre-war era. The democratisation of our business-and 
labour relations， educational system and other socio-political spheres 
has lent itself. to the vitalisation of the potential energy of our 
This outburst of the potential peoples energies with the citizens. 
democratisation of income distribution as well as the rise of labour 
union movements had certainly helped to widen the domestic market. 
The result was the high economic growth of the 1960's which turned 
out to be the basis for the ]apanese industrial maturity after 1970. 
The empasis should also be put on the vast diffusion of higher 
More 一educationamong the ordinary among the ordinary citizens. 
than 95% of the children with the first-grade education go to high 
-school， and more than 40% of high-school students go to colleges. 
?????
The result is that we have surpassed the United States in early 1970 
in terms of the comparative number of potential scientists， engineers 
and technicians per 10，000 people， and in 1984 in terms of their 
absolute number (see Table 3). 
The third peculiarity of our governance is the strong bureaucratic 
T ABLE 3. The N umber of Actual Scientists and Engineers 
Engaged in R & D (per 10，000 people) 
USA ]apan France W-Germany UK 
1965 64.7 24.6 21.0 22.7 19.6 
1970 64.1 33.4 29.3 30.8 
1975 55.3 49.9 29.2 38.6 31.1 
1986 66.2 67.4 43.8 52.3 35.5 
Science & Technology Indicators 1987 
centred system， in which the industries and business as well as 
ordinary citizens have been led under the well-planned economic 
system with the strong competitiveness orientation among its compo-
nents of the society. 
It has been the capitalist system which could minimize the 
demerits of the central planning， but at the same time could maximis-
e the merits of the competition. 
Hence the Japanese production system could get the comparative 
advantages， or the supemacy among those of the industrialised 
countries. The following three potential sea changes of the global 
context have certainly contributed to the increasing advantages of 
the J apanese production system. 
First， the increasing interdependences among nations have got rid 
of the constraints of the Japanese production system which has been 四
一」
ノ、
based on the imports of the natural resources and exports of the ~ 
manufaccturing products. The easy access to the oversea natural 
resources and to the foreign markets has radicated the heavy barriers 
of the scarcity of our own natural resources. The basic causes of the 
rampant leap of the four dragons of Asian NIES could be interpreted 
by the same sea change of the global structure while the end of 
history of the communist regime was no more than the other side of 
the same coin of increasing interdependences of the global context. 
Second， the change of the industrial structure has lent itself to the 
advantages of the ]apanese production systems since the mid-60's we 
have entered the age of the third industrial revolution in which the 
knowledge & technology value-added industry has superseded the 
micro-electronics The industry. mtensive resource…and…labour 
industries have taken place of the heavy industries of steel and 
chemicals. 
The ingredients of industry have become the semi-conductors and 
as such resources Natural centert. machining compularised 
petrolium and mineral have lost the prime role in industrial system. 
AIl such sea changes of industrial S)叫emhas pull out the increasing 
significant nature of human resources rather than natural resources. 
High-technology and higher educations have become to occupy the 
central place of the causes of the economic competitiveness of indus-
trialised nations. 
Again， hence the supremacy of ]apanese industry and the rampant 
leaps of Asian NIES， and the rise of the Mexican economy as the 
fitfth dragon of the new industrialised countries have come out of this 
sea change in the end of the 20th century ; 
Third， the changing nature of the military power had deprived the 
?????
empires (the United States and the Soviet Union) of their economic 
supremacy. Since the military power has become capital-and-tech-
nology intensive one， the nations which had managed to win the arms 
race had to lose the economic and technological advantages against 
These such nations with comparatively low degree of armament 
past super powers had spent a lot of money and energy in keeping the 
Comparatively speaking， the United King-faith of their own alies. 
dom and France has fallen into the same kind of pitfall of the 
negative effect of arms face. 
The economic and technological comparative disadvantages on 
the part of empires， old and new， mean the comparative advantages 
on the part of the industrial system of such frustrated old empires as 
Germany and， particularly J apan. 
It is quite understandable that the one of the most urgent tasks for 
the former Soviet Union and the United States is to dismantle and 
convert the military industry into civilian one to revitalize their 
domestic economIes. 
by symbolized syste打1Ssysteπ1 production Japanese the In 
Toyoterism or Ohno~ism is taken out of its socio-political and 
cultural contents， itwill be highly praised as the human-centred 
production system， and even as the oriental model of anthropocentric 
If， howewer， itis properly located in the Japanese socio systeロ1.
political and cultural contexts of governance， itwill be， even par・
tialIy， delinneated that the J apanese production system have pos-
sessed the negative phases from the point of anthropocentric system. ?????
Again， the uniqueness of J apanese governance systems are to be 
cleared out for better understanding of their latent linkages yith the 
potentialities for the de-anthropocentricity of J apanese production 
syste口1S.
The unique characters of the J apanese governance system could 
be pointed out in the following three ways : 
The first uniqueness is one of conservative~dominant system. 
Since 1947， either LDD or its predecessor has been in power， orcould 
be depicted even as the conservative single~one~party system. 
The potential origins of the conversative dominance should be 
pointed out to come from the weakness and lack of the political 
maturity on the side of the opposition partiesm though its outcome is 
the sheer fact that unions could not excert their own influences and 
powers in favour of the realization of the Western~standardized 
labour conditions of the workers. As Andrew Gordon of Duke 
University made clear in his recent works， the Japanese team~pro­
duction~system tends to function towards the slight of the labours 
rights in one wav or another. 
It goes without saying that the J apanese production system 
symbolized in Toyota-ism has had the intrinsic inerination to the 
comparative neglect of humanity and anthropocentric phase of the 
conditions of workers， the basic components of industry and manage-
ment. The result of the fatal weaknesses of the opposition in 
Japanese governance system is that Japan has ratified only seven out 
of twenty-three ILO-related treaties， which most of EC countries 
have already put into practice on the spot of labour and oanageoent. 
The second uniaueness of Japanese governance system is that 
四 politicscosts a lot of money. The plutocracy comes to be the integral 
宍 andcentral part of J apanese politics. The essence could be optimized 
by such reaIity as one diet member has to use of at least one or two 
hundred milIion doIIars for his or her election. Our rapid huge growth 
of bubble economy might be possible only on the basis of the strong 
one-party司systemof bubble poIitics of plutocracy. 
The short cut or the loyal road to political power is to buy power 
through money making : 
The main function of political arena cannot help influencing the 
other side of the Japanese social systems including one of lqbour吟and
--management， the essence of industrial system. The incessant politi-
cal scandals from Rikuruto through Sagawa， Kanemaru affairs 
epitomize the close linkage between the money-centred de-anth-
You might under-ropocentric relqtions of labour-and management. 
stand this inner interrelations of politics and labour practices from 
the single fact that Sagawa Kyubin (Express-Transports) is the 
transportation enterprise， which realized the maximum of Toyota 
Every truck driver has 一ismin the field of transportation-business. 
to be available even in the undnight on the instantaneous order from 
It is the the clients through the company's regional headquarters. 
industrial system a la J aponm which places the supreme value on 
money and materials rather than humanity. As far as such system is 
the crucial ingredient of societal culture of the nation-state， its 
production (or management 9 system od industry could not but 
accompany the same trait of culture; de-anthropocentric one ; 
The thrid uniaueness of Japanese governance system is the single 
一polar-centredsystem in which every function， either governmental ? ? ? ? ? ?
or non-governmental such as cultural， industrial， economic and infor四
mation activities， centers arong the metropole: Tokyo area. All the 
other parts of J apan degrade into regional perpheral branches of 
metropole. Each region has not any substantial autonomy in govern-
ance， or least at most， which is caIled the 30% local autonomy. Kyo 
一ninka-ken(the legal rights of licencening and approval) is vested in 
the hands of bureaucrats of the central governmental authorities in 
Kasumiga-seki (Tokyo)m whose power has been increasing in the 
last ten or twenty years under the strong conservative rule. It is not 
possible for either a local authority or a governor to move the site of 
bus stop even to one meter further， without the legal approval of a 
bureaucratic section of the Ministry of Transportation， which usually 
necessitates waiting time of several months. 
Governance system， inwhich almost al the authorities ar~ con-
centrated in the metropole and most of the decisions are made in the 
hands of outer-egos uf bureaucrates， cannot help strenthening the 
cultural system of top-down rather than either of bottom-up or of 
The top-down command system is the central part of middle-up. 
infrastructure of the circle movements， team-production system and 
Toyota Kangen (Just-in-Time) methods; the essence of the Japanese 
It is certainly to reinforce both the production system of industry. 
The competitiveness of a company and GNP of a nation at all. 
local region and individual autonomous wiH， however， of each 
either at a company or in a nation-state would be withering. 
The state might become stronger， while the society would be 
The symbiosis of government， business and weaker and weaker. 
bureaucrats turns out to be a huge leviathan of neo-corporatism a la 
It Japon coopting with lqbours， academics and even mass-media. 
?????
yould defy the paradigm of the theory of polittical exchange in which 
lqbour could raise the possible amount of wages in exchange of 
shortening of working hours. Flexibility would turn out to be a fairy 
tale in such a political environment as a (4)neo-cooperalist govern-
ance system a la Japon. 
The alternative resolution could be found out in the following way 
for a paragramatic realism of an anthropocentric industrial system 
coexiting with competitiveness. 
The essence of the resolution could be summarized as the advent 
。fthe political system of governance in which the opposition could 
exchange the role of ruling party， the plutocracy would be taken 
place by meritocracy and the locality could restore the original state 
。foower. 
The axiom will be led that the paradox of the industrial system is 
? ?
?
? 〉
that of governance system in Japan as in other countries in European 
Community. 

